
Making a Hash of It 
 

With a name like his - James Bond Ivanovich - his destiny, to become a spy, was 

never in doubt. It was determined by his mother, a devout Ian Fleming fan, who had 

spent much of her life in the foreign service of her country and, through great 

perseverance, passed on to her offspring a love of the English language and great 

fluency in it. 

 

Thus he came, after his years of basic training, to find himself outside the embassy of 

his native land in the great sub-continent that had long ago thrown off the shackles of 

empire. But in those years before the cold war collapsed the developing countries had 

aligned themselves with those who offered the best deal; thus James had been posted 

to find out what the Bald Eagle was planning next in its next tryst with the Great Bear.  

 

His controller, Ivan Turdivovich, briefed him about the country and their opponents in 

the Great Game but when he discovered his pupil’s penchant for 007 he left him to 

find out about the local operations himself. His own predilection was more delicate 

being based on Michael Caine and his portrayal of Harry Palmer. Whilst he had seen 

The Ipcress File at least a dozen times his favourite film was The Italian Job. He often 

dreamed about the finale and how he would stop the gold-laden coach from toppling 

over the edge of the gorge. 

 

Having inherited his mother’s brains and his father’s good looks James set out to 

capture the heart of one of Uncle Sam’s secretaries at the Embassy. The place was so 

well screened that they had given up eavesdropping and had resorted to more 

primitive methods of spying. He masqueraded as a gas engineer from Norway who 

had been abroad for many years and was advising the government on the development 

of a new gas field. 

 

He met Heather at the United Nations Club one Friday evening and she was at once 

captivated by his good looks and easygoing ways. He seemed to have plenty of money 

and when he told her his name she was bowled over; joking that he must be a spy sent 

to discover the embassy secrets. To be on the safe side she invited him to join her on 

the ex-pats’ Hash that Sunday. 

 

“What is a Hash?” he asked. 

 

“Just come in your trainers and shorts with plenty of water and you’ll find out,” she 

said. 

 

He soon found out that a Hash involved following a paper trail laid round the 

countryside by a hare who would also lay false trails every so often to slow down the 

faster runners and allow the tortoises to catch up. 

 

“A bit like orienteering without the forest and the map,” she explained. 

 

They ambled, jogged and walked according to the ground and admired the countryside 

but after a while James started to worry about the land they were crossing and the 

litter from the paper trail that they followed. 



 

“Don’t worry,” Heather told him, “we always keep to the edges of fields and by next 

week there’s never any paper left - it just vanishes after a few days.” 

 

He stopped worrying but was intrigued by the finely shredded paper that was being 

left behind in discreet little patches to mark the trail. 

 

“Where do you get the paper he asked?” 

 

“From the Embassy” she replied “- it’s what comes out of the shredder. 

 

This was food for thought for James as they wandered back for the gathering after the 

run. 

 

He soon discovered that hashing did not just involve running in the sun - it also 

involved winding down with a little drinking ceremony. He had consumed two beers - 

not easy to get hold of here - and was ready to try his luck with Heather on the way 

home when everyone formed into a circle at the behest of a lady who called herself the 

‘Grand Mattress.’ 

 

“Welcome Hashers,” she greeted them and proceeded to expose poor James as a 

‘virgin’ for which he had to stand in the centre of the ring and tell a joke. 

Unfortunately he could not think of a good one and ended up with a collection of 

groans. 

 

“What do you think of that?” bawled the Mattress. 

 

“Rubbish!” they responded and he found himself holding a large silver tankard of 

beer. 

 

One of the group started to waggle his right index finger in the air giving out a strange 

wailing call. At the end of the wail the circle started to chant. 

 

“Down, down, why are we waiting, boring, boring, down, down, down,” until all the 

beer was gone and he had shaken the tankard over his shoulder to show it was empty. 

 

Two other ‘virgins’ introduced themselves and after their induction the group sang: 

 

“They are Hashers it is true 

 They are Hashers though and through 

 They are Hashers so they say...........” 

 

As the singing came to an end the “down, down” chorus began again and they all sank 

another beer. 

 

 James woke with a hangover but a great feeling that he broken into the local society - 

despite not being capable of even trying to get away with Heather - but what’s more 

he had great news for Major Turdivovich. 

 



At their weekly debrief he confided in his controller that there was a possibility that 

the Americans were foolishly spreading their (albeit shredded) confidential waste all 

over the countryside. 

 

Turdivovich was impressed by James observation but unmoved. 

 

“Don’t you think that the great minds of the mother country have not already 

discovered this? - come I will show you.” 

 

They left the house where James resided and travelled out in the direction where the 

ex-pats’ hashes were usually run. Part way they changed into a battered old Datsun 

which took them to a village that James had seen on the Sunday. They walked into the 

village and entered a low hut at the edge where the smell of water buffalo was 

overpowering. Once inside Turdivovich called a greeting to a peasant and soon a door 

and steps opened up to allow them to descend into fresh cool air. 

 

 James was amazed to find himself in something out of a sci-fi movie. Under the 

hovels of the village was an underground bunker with the quiet hum of machinery and 

air conditioning. Turdivovich explained that it was built in the underground section of 

an old water pumping station that had been abandoned years ago. They had sited the 

village on top to disguise their comings and goings. 

 

Turdivovich took him through the centre until they reached a large room with about 

twenty young locals all sifting gently through large amounts of shredded paper. 

 

“As soon as the run is over, our friends go out and retrieve every scrap they can - we 

pay them by the gram and very well at that!” extolled Turdivovich. 

 

“Then they sort it and iron it gently into strips so that it’s like new - now comes the 

clever part - instead of trying to glue it back together, every strip is scanned here in 

this machine and digitised into code recognisable by the computer.” 

 

He turned and gestured towards a small tower in the centre of the room with flashing 

lights and its own air conditioning. 

 

“But that’s a Cray”! shouted James, “how could we possibly afford that?” 

 

“Don’t ask,” responded Turdivovich, “it’s our pride and joy.” 

 

“We scan the information from every scrap of paper and the computer fits it all back 

together - just like new; sometimes it takes only a few minutes from getting all the 

data but other times it can take all day. It’s just found the first half dozen header strips 

and everything will fall rapidly into place now - just watch.” 

 

 James watched with fascination as a bank of screens in front of him started to light up 

with pages of information and paper started to fly out from the high speed printer 

attached to the Cray. In another two minutes the computer was recording 97% success 

and 1241 page matches forming 385 continuous documents. In these it had picked up 

984 key words which were being highlighted in a printout for Turdivovich to peruse. 



 

He glanced through each of the pages and dismissed most of them to the waste paper. 

 

“Why are we always getting the rubbish?” he exclaimed to James, “another bloody 

menu for the ambassador to approve! - what do they do - just eat and sleep in the 

bloody place?” He swore a lot when he got agitated. 

 

“The General wants results from this set up - and all we get is crap - it cost more than 

a whole year’s budget just for the computer and the cost of adapting the building was 

as much. Please go and see if you can persuade this young lady to tell you what is 

going wrong.” 

 

 James saw Heather after the run as he did not want to get into a lather before 

approaching her. She was standing by a table laden with whole mangoes and she had a 

sharp knife in her hand. 

 

“Hello,” he said’ “I thought I’d missed you.” 

 

“Cheers” she responded, “felatio or cunnilingus?” 

 

He looked at her curiously - this was not what he expected of a young American girl - 

and an attractive one at that. 

 

Testing his luck he responded “Felatio please.” 

 

She promptly picked up a large mango and deftly cut around the stone following the 

smaller circumference. A quick twist and the upper half was separated from the stone 

which remained attached to the other half. She invited him to suck the flesh from the 

stone and he realised why it was referred to as felatio. 

 

“What do you do for cunnilingus?” he asked. 

 

She picked up another mango and slit it around the long edge, separating the upper 

half from the stone. She then cut below the stone and removed it. She offered him the 

two halves from which he extracted the fruit with a spoon.  

 

“The spoon’s optional,” she said. 

 

After the hashing ceremony James dutifully approached Heather and, after a few 

beers, he discovered that she was only too willing to talk about the shredded 

confidential waste from the Embassy. 

 

“Well,” she started, “it’s like this - we shred all our medium grade waste and then 

spread it out over the countryside every Sunday. The reason it’s gone so soon is 

because this Russky spy called Turdivovich has the locals pick it up and then he 

straightens all the paper out. After that he scans every piece and then processes the 

results on a second hand Cray that we sold him. It was surplus from the Pentagon 

about five years ago and it must have soaked up most of his budget for at least two 



years. That means that he can’t follow us around and go through the rubbish bins at 

the Embassy like he used to do - simply because he can’t afford to do it anymore.” 

 

“When he gets the print-outs most of it is useless but we feed him the odd scrap from 

time to time just to keep his attention. We even have the menus printed with the 

dishes as key words like ‘F16’ and ‘Forrestal’ so the computer will pick them out - 

great laugh isn’t it?” 

 

 James pretended to be amused and then broached the subject of the really sensitive 

documents. 

 

“Oh we never shred them,” explained Heather, “there’s no need - they’re all printed 

on supersoft letter paper and after they’re finished with we cut them into four and use 

them as toilet paper.” 

 

 James was dumbfounded at the subterfuge and couldn’t wait to tell Turdivovich what 

was happening. He was also amazed at the profligacy of the Americans who only 

made four sheets of toilet paper from letter sized paper - at home it would be at least 

six! 

 

 

At their next team meeting he brought the matter slowly to a head as there was 

potentially much face to be lost and he did not wish to be on the wrong side of his 

boss when the awful truth came out in front of his subordinates. 

 

As the situation slowly dawned on Turdivovich he kept glancing across at the 

computer and paper sorting system that had absorbed the station budget. As he 

brooded he became quieter and quieter. He was desperately trying to think what 

Michael Caine would do in this situation and he had a picture in his mind of a coach 

with a ton of gold overhanging the edge of a gorge in the Italian Alps. After much 

deliberation he rose deliberately to his feet and walked slowly to the telephone on the 

side table, savouring the moment. 

 

“Listen Chaps,” he said, picking up the handset, “I got an idea.” 

 

Then to the operator at the other end of the telephone - “Ask Wasim from the Sewage 

Treatment Plant to come over and join us.” 


